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Introduction
Satisfying the competing freshwater needs of the urban, industrial, and agricultural communities is already a difficult task in many parts of the world [1] [2] [3] . As pointed out by Vörösmarty et al. [4] and Zehnder et al. [5] , water scarcity is a global issue with the demand for freshwater exceeding the supply in nearly 80 countries [6] . It has been estimated that one-third of the world's population living in regions as disparate as northern Africa, the Middle East, Australia, India and China suffer from severe water shortages [7] [8] [9] and it is projected that the percentage of the population that will be impacted by water scarcity will increase to 67% by 2050 [10] .
Securing sufficient water resources is also of significant concern in the United States. This is particularly true in the western half of the country where meeting the current needs of the population is already problematic, freshwater resources are fully appropriated, and significant water shortages are anticipated in the coming years [11, 12] . Cities such as Los Angeles, California and Denver, Colorado have long needed to access water well away from the municipalities in order to satisfy the demands of urban users, often at the expense of agricultural and rural water needs [1, 13, 14] . Similar issues can be found in the American Southwest, the fastest growing region in the United States, where water use has increased by 58% or 28.6 km 3 yr À1 since 1950 [15] . Limited water resources in the Southwest have necessitated the introduction of more robust crops that are better suited to the arid environment of the region [16] . In other parts of the western United States, such as the high plains of Kansas, where the economy is highly dependent on irrigated agriculture, the depletion of local groundwater resources presents a significant issue to water managers and policy makers seeking to ensure sufficient water supplies into the future [17] .
The task of ensuring there is sufficient water to meet the needs of all end users is expected to become more difficult in the coming years as the demand for water increases with a growing population, evolving dietary preferences, and changing climate [18] [19] [20] . In order meet that demand, policy makers, water managers, and consumers must find ways to maximize the effective use of limited freshwater resources. Since irrigation is the largest user of freshwater resources representing between 70% and 80% of total freshwater withdrawals and 90% of consumptive water use globally during the last century [21, 22] , it has become a critical focus of water conservation efforts [23] [24] [25] [26] . Similarly, according to data provided as a part of the most recent governmental assessment of water use [27] , irrigation is the largest user of water in the western United States and largest consumptive user of freshwater resources nationally.
Improving the effectiveness of irrigation requires accurate estimates of both the current water needs of the crops and the evaporative losses from the fields. Increasingly, these estimates are obtained using remote sensing-based models [28] [29] [30] , particularly when ET estimates are needed on a regional scale. These remote sensing-based methods are typically validated and calibrated using in situ measurements. Although there are numerous techniques for measuring evapotranspiration (ET), eddy covariance (EC) and lysimetry (LY) are two of the most prevalent. The eddy covariance method determines the moisture flux as a function of the covariance between vertical wind speed and water vapor density while LY measures ET as a function of the change in mass of a contained volume of soil over time. Each of these methods has its own advantages and disadvantages related to its theoretical underpinning and in-field application [31] . For example, while LY is a direct estimate of ET, the limited measurement footprint may not be representative of the surrounding area. While EC measurements are integrated over a larger source area, spatial variability in atmospheric and surface conditions can adversely impact the quality of those measurements as well. Understanding the effects of the measurement technique on the accuracy and representativeness of the measurements from both techniques is critical in order to characterize and account for the uncertainties in the measurements when using them for subsequent analyses such as the development and validation of remote sensing-based models.
In order to discern the theoretical and practical reasons that would cause EC and LY-based surface flux measurements to differ, data collected over a pair of irrigated cotton fields as a part of the 2008 Bushland Evapotranspiration and Agricultural Remote Sensing Experiment (BEAREX08; see ref. [85] ) were compared. The field campaign was carried out under hot, dry, and windy conditionsduring BEAREX08, the mean daytime air temperature, water vapor pressure deficit, and wind speed were 30°C, 2.5 kPa, 4.5 m s
À1
, respectively -that typify not only the panhandle of Texas, but many other arid and semi-arid regions as well. As a result, this study provided a unique opportunity to evaluate EC and LY-based measurements under strongly advective conditions.
The following section of the paper provides an overview of the field site and the measurements used in this study. It also provides a description of several key analysis techniques used herein. Section 3 of the paper presents and discusses the results of this study. Finally, Section 4 of the paper presents the conclusions that can be drawn from this study along with recommendations for the use of EC and LY-based measurements collected in similar environments.
Methods

Site description
The 2008 Bushland Evapotranspiration and Agricultural Remote Sensing Experiment was conducted from June through August 2008 at the USDA-ARS Conservation and Production Research Laboratory (CPRL) near Bushland, Texas (35.183°N, 102.100°W, 1170 m, asl). As a part of the field campaign, surface energy fluxes were measured over a pair of adjacent, irrigated cotton fields using both EC micrometeorological stations and large monolithic weighing lysimeters. A lysimeter was positioned near the center of each field along with a co-located EC station positioned approximately 15 m northeast of the lysimeter; a second EC station was located in the northeast quadrant of the field (Fig. 1) . Both of the fields measured approximately 220 m Â 220 m and had an area of 4.7 ha. The key difference between the fields was the orientation of the crop rows; the rows in the Northeast Field (NEF) were oriented north-south while the rows of cotton in the Southeast Field (SEF) were oriented west-east. In NEF, the EC system in the northeast corner of the field will be referred to as Site 1 while the station co-located with the lysimeter in the same field will be referred to as Site 8. In SEF, the EC system in the northeast corner of the field will be referred to as Site 2 while the station co-located with the lysimeter will be referred to as Site 9. The lysimeter in NEF will be referred to as NEL while the one in SEF will be referred to as SEL. The soil moisture sensors were buried horizontally at a depth of 5 cm. Independent measurements of net radiation (R n ) and soil heat flux (G) were not collected at Sites 8 and 9; instead, the nonturbulent flux measurements collected at the nearby lysimeters were used. The flux data were post-processed using the full complement of standard corrections and adjustments. Nonphysical values and outliers were first removed without replacement from the high frequency (20 Hz) data using a moving window algorithm based on the method outlined by Goring and Nikora [32] . Next, a twodimensional rotation was applied to the wind velocity components (u, v, and w) so that the coordinate system was aligned into the prevailing wind direction [33, 34] . Third, the data were corrected for sensor displacement and frequency response attenuation [35, 36] . Finally, 1-h block average turbulent fluxes were calculated. These fluxes were then corrected for the effects of heat and water vapor density [37, 38] . The air temperature from the sonic anemometer was also corrected for humidity effects according to Liu et al. [39] . Based on the analysis of Alfieri et al. [40] , the resulting flux measurements have an uncertainty of 13 W m À2 and 27 W m
À2
, respectively, for the sensible (H) and latent (kE) heat flux. Although the instruments at the lysimeter sites were not included in the evaluation, a similar analysis conducted on the measurements of net radiation (R n ) using the other four-component net radiometers used during the field campaign indicated that those measurements have an uncertainty of approximately 12 W m
; this is in agreement with the uncertainty estimates from several other recent studies [41] [42] [43] .
The soil moisture measurements from the HydraProbe sensors were corrected using a two-step process that first corrected the estimated permittivity and then applied the soil-specific calibration (see also ref. [86] ). These measurements were then used to correct G for heat storage in the overlying soil layer.
The data used in this study was collected during the period from 4 July [Day of Year (DOY) 186] through 7 August (DOY 220) excluding those days when there was a precipitation or irrigation event. During this study period, the cotton fields transitioned from essentially bare soil conditions to fully vegetated.
Lysimeters
A large weighing lysimeter (Fig. 2b) was located in the center of each of the irrigated cotton fields. While a detailed description of the lysimeters can be found in Marek et al. [44] and Howell et al. [45] , a brief description is provided here. Each weighing lysimeter measured 3 m Â 3 m and contained a 2.4 m soil monolith of Pullman silty clay loam, the same soil as in the larger fields [46] . The weighing system consisted of a counter-balanced multi-lever scale and a load cell read by a high-resolution datalogger. The lysimeters were calibrated prior to the field campaign using masses traceable to NIST standards and found to be accurate to within 0.04 mm h À1 , or equivalently, 27 W m À2 . The lysimeters were managed in order to replicate conditions in the surrounding field as closely as possible. The lysimeters were hand-seeded on the same day, 21 May (DOY 141), the fields were planted. Then, after emergence, the cotton plants in the lysimeters were thinned to match the density (16 plants m
À2
) of the surrounding fields. Additionally, irrigation of the plants within the lysimeters was identical to that of the fields. Nonetheless, as is discussed by Evett et al. [85] , the cotton plants inside the lysimeter were larger and tended to grow more rapidly than those in the surrounding field; this is particularly true of NEL.
Additionally, each lysimeter site was equipped with a fourcomponent net radiometer (CNR-1, Kipp and Zonen, Delft, The Netherlands), four soil heat flux plates (HFT-3, Radiation Energy Balance Systems, Bellevue, Washington), and four pairs of soil thermocouples (TMTSS-125G, Omega Engineering Inc., Stamford, CT). The soil sensors were spaced at 15 cm intervals along a transect beginning in the row and extending perpendicular to the row direction. The measurements were used to determine both R n and G at each of the lysimeters. Finally, soil moisture profiles to a depth of approximately 2 m were measured both within the lysimeters and at four adjacent locations within each field using a neutron probe (model 503DR1.5, Campbell Pacific Nuclear, Concord, California). These measurements, which are described in detail in Evett et al. [85] , were collected on a weekly basis through the course of the field campaign.
Additional data
In addition to the flux measurements described above, a number of ancillary datasets were used in this analysis. The first of these are leaf area index (LAI) estimates derived from airborne imagery collected using the Utah State University multispectral imaging system [47, 48] . The imaging system consists of three digital cameras (Megaplus 4.2i, Eastman Kodak, Rochester, NY) and a thermal-infrared scanner sensitive to electromagnetic energy in the 8-12 lm portion of the spectrum. Each camera is equipped with an interference filter to filter for the green (545-560 nm), red (665-680 nm), or near-infrared (795-809 nm) portion of the electromagnetic spectrum. Six images were collected on 26 June (DOY 178) 12 July (DOY 194), 20 July (DOY 202), 28 July (DOY 210), 5 August (DOY 218), and 13 August (DOY 216). The 1-m resolution LAI maps of the cotton fields were generated using the best-fit sigmoidal relationship between the in situ LAI measurements collected via destructive sampling at six locations in the cotton fields and the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) calculated using the airborne multispectral measurements. Although the resulting fit did not match the LAI measurements from either of the individual fields perfectly, combining the LAI measurements from both fields produced a much better overall fit. Moreover, since the focus here is on relative differences, the uncertainty in the absolute value of LAI has minimal impact on the analysis.
Additional meteorological measurements were collected at six locations in and around the irrigated cotton fields ( Fig. 1 ) using Micronet stations [49, 50] . The measurements included air temperature, relative humidity, pressure, wind speed, wind direction, and precipitation. All of the measurements were collected at a nominal height of 2 m agl using a multi-component weather sensor (WXT150, Vaisala). The measurements, with the exception of precipitation, were measured once per minute and aggregated to an hourly time step.
A third auxiliary dataset used in this study, which is described in detail by Agam et al. [86] , was the soil heat flux measurements collected at a pair of intensive study locations adjacent to the lysimeter in each field. Ten soil heat flux plates (HFT-3, Radiation Energy Balance Systems) were deployed at each intensive study location along with copper-constantan thermocouples. The thermocouples were deployed at depths of 2 cm and 6 cm while the soil heat flux plates were buried at a depth of 8 cm. The soil moisture data needed to correct the heat flux measurements to the surface was collected using dielectric permittivity sensors (Hydra Probe, Stevens Water Monitoring Systems, Portland Oregon) installed horizontally at a depth of 5 cm. There were six of these probes in NEF and five in SEF. The instruments were deployed along a pair of 76 cm inter-row transects with a horizontal separation of approximately 15 cm. The soil moisture measurements were corrected using the same two-step process as described above.
Finally near-surface soil moisture (h) was measured using a network of 10 soil moisture sensors (Hydra Probe, Stevens Water Monitoring Systems) distributed along a pair of transects extending diagonally from the opposing corners of the two fields (see Cosh et al., 2012) . Five sensors were located within NEF and five sensors were located in SEF. All of the soil moisture probes were inserted horizontally and buried at a depth of 5 cm. The measurements from each sensor were stored as 30-min means and corrected as described above.
Analysis methods
Spatial analysis of leaf area index and soil moisture content
The spatial variability of both LAI and h were analyzed using variography, a well-established spatial statistical method, following the procedure described by Alfieri et al. [51] who used variography to quantify the spatial variability in airborne flux measurements. Briefly, by assuming LAI and h each exhibit second-order stationarity, i.e. the correlation between the measurements at any two locations is a function of the distance between them, the semivariance at each location can be characterized according to
where c is the semivariance, h is the separation distance between locations, s 2 is the non-spatial component of the variance, r 2 is the spatial component of the variance and C(h) is a valid covariance function [52] . A valid covariance function is positive definite and fulfills the assumption that proximal locations are more strongly related than distal ones [53] .
Because the full 1-m resolution dataset derived from the airborne imagery would have been computationally impractical, a subsample of approximately 500 locations was selected for the variographic analysis of LAI. The points were selected by using a set of nested grids with resolutions of 20 m, 10 m, 5 m, and 1 m, respectively ( Fig. 3) . In order to ensure that the subsample was representative of the field as a whole, summary statistics calculated using the subsample of LAI measurements were compared to statistics calculated using the LAI measurements for the entire field. Close agreement was found for both NEF and SEF.
In the case of h, the five measurements from the portion of the soil moisture network located in each of the fields were analyzed separately. The variographic analysis was used to determine both the spatial and the total variability of h in each of the fields. Both are characterized in terms of the variance among the measurements.
Flux footprint
The flux footprint, which was first introduced by Pasquill and Smith [54] , defines both the source area and the relative contribution of each upwind surface element to the measured flux [55] . In other terms, the flux footprint defines the ''field of view'' of the turbulent flux measurements. As discussed by Schmid [56] among others, the relationship defining the measured flux at some location, (x, y), can be expressed in its most generalized form as
where F m (x, y) is the measured flux, F(x 0 , y 0 ) is the flux at the point located at (x 0 , y 0 ) and U(x À x 0 , y À y 0 ) is the footprint or weighting function that defines the sensitivity of the measured flux to the location (x 0 , y 0 ). In this study, the analytical footprint model proposed by Hsieh et al. [57] was used in conjunction with a simple Gaussian plume dispersion model to identify the source area contributing 90% of the measured flux for each hourly period during the study. Since the size and orientation of the footprint changes as a function wind speed and direction, atmospheric stability, and surface roughness [55, 56, 58, 59] , the flux footprint was calculated for each hour during the study period and the resulting data were averaged to produce a composite footprint representing the typical source area.
Estimation of flux divergence
Advection occurs when air in equilibrium with one surface is transported horizontally across a second surface with differing characteristics, such as surface roughness, temperature, or moisture availability [60] . When advection occurs, it can significantly alter the exchange of mass, energy, and momentum between the land surface and the atmosphere. For example, when warm dry air is transported across a cool moister surface, evaporative processes can be substantially enhanced because the advected air supplies both additional energy to drive evaporation and increases the atmospheric demand [61, 62] . This effect is particularly important over croplands in arid and semi-arid regions, such as the Texas High Plains, where irrigated fields are interspersed among dryland areas [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] .
In order to ascertain the effects of advection on the measurements of the turbulent fluxes by the EC systems, the simple method for estimating the flux divergence described by Prueger et al. [61] , among others, was used. Following this method, the advective enhancement of kE is estimated from the flux divergence of H and is calculated as:
where kE adv is the advective contribution to kE, DH is the flux divergence of H, H s is H at the surface, H m is H at the measurement height, q is the density of air, c p is the specific heat, z m is the measurement height, z 0 is the roughness length, U is wind speed, T is air temperature, z is the height above the surface, and x is the downwind distance from the edge of the irrigated fields. Due to limited data, implementing even this approximate method for estimating kE adv required a number of assumptions. For example, because vertical profiles of U and T were not measured at multiple locations in the NEF and SEF, it was necessary to estimate them using the stability-corrected logarithmic profiles predicted by Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [68] . More notably, quite often, there were insufficient measurements to fit T to the expected power law relationship with x [69] [70] [71] . In an effort to overcome this, kE adv was calculated indirectly by first solving the above integral while assuming that that T decreased linearly with x. The resulting estimate of kE adv was then adjusting to approximate the corresponding kE adv calculated using a power law relationship for @T @x . (The estimate of @T @x assuming a power law-based relationship between T and x of will be referred to as P hereafter while the estimate of @T @x assuming a linear horizontal temperature profile will be referred to as M; similarly, kE adv using P and the estimate using M will be referred to as kE P and kE M , respectively.) The adjustment was conducted by multiplying kE M and the appropriate value taken from an empirical relationship describing how kE P and kE M (kE P:M ) varies with x. This approach is built on the premise that kE P:M closely approximates the ratio of P and M, an assumption that is reasonable when 
where P(z) is the vertical profile of P, M(z) is the vertical profile in M, and overbar-z ( z ) denotes the mean with respect to height. The empirical relationship describing how kE P:M changes with x was developed using 31 hourly measurements collected during daytime periods when the wind direction was nearly due south (180°± 5°) and the Micronet data could be used to fit the horizontal temperature profile across the irrigated cotton fields. For each of these periods, the vertical wind speed profiles for the four EC systems in NEF and SEF were calculated using the local measurements of U and assuming a logarithmic relationship between U and z. Similarly, the vertical profiles of T at Micronet stations 1, 3, 5, and 6, were calculated based on the local measurements of T and assuming a logarithmic relationship between T and z. For the Micronet stations located within the two irrigated cotton fields, the characteristic temperature scale (T⁄) was derived from data collected at the nearest EC system within NEF or SEF. In the case of the Micronet station located upwind of the cotton fields, Micronet 1, T⁄ were derived from the data collected at EC Site 3, which was located in the adjacent field and was assumed to be representative of the surrounding region. The vertical temperature profiles were then used to determine the best-fit power law and linear relationships describing T as a function of x for a range of heights from z 0 to z m at 0.01 m increments. Using these best-fit relationships, P and M were determined for each of the EC systems based on the EC system's downwind distance from the southern edge of SEF using the appropriate best-fit relationship. Next, both kE P and kE M were calculated by numerically integrating equation (3) . Finally, a random selection of 25 hourly periods were then used to derive the empirical relationship between kE P:M and x. The remaining periods were used to evaluate the uncertainty associated with the estimates of kE adv using the empirical relation; these estimates will be referred tokE adv . As can be seen in Fig. 4 , which shows the mean kE P:M for EC system as a function of it downwind location, kE P:M has a well-defined relationship with x. The coefficient of determination (r , respectively, for EC systems 1, 2, 8, and 9 during the six test periods. This corresponds to an uncertainty inkE adv of between 12% and 18%.
Results and discussion
Differences in the non-turbulent fluxes
The mean difference (MD) between the measurements of R n at Site 1 and NEL (MD 1,N ) 2 was 42 W m À2 during the day (defined here as the period from 0900 to 1900 CST) with the measurements at Site 1 exceeding those at NEL. The mean absolute difference (MAD) of the R n measurements collected in NEF was also 42 W m À2 . Since the differences were too large to have resulted from random error, an additional analysis of the radiation budget was conducted. By comparing the incident shortwave (solar) radiation (K;) and longwave radiation (L;) measurements collected during BEAREX08 in NEF and SEF, as well as the two adjacent fields immediately west, it was found that the instrument at Site 1 tended to provided the lowest measurements of both K; an L; while the net radiometer located with the lysimeter in NEF typically provided the highest measurement of K; and always provided the highest measurement of L;. The overall effect of these tendencies was that the sum of K; and L; was consistently 36 W m À2 lower at Site 1 than at NEL. In turn, the daytime R n at Site 1 was also 36 W m À2 lower than at NEL. The effects of the bias in the measurements of K; and L; can be seen by regressing the hourly difference in the measure of R n against the sum of the hourly difference in K; and L; (Fig. 5) . The slope of the best-fit line is very near unity while the y-intercept is À7. ; this suggests that there are compensating differences in the measurement of G in NEF during the daytime and overnight periods. As can be seen in Fig. 6 , which shows MD in the measurements on both daily and hourly timescales, these compensating errors are linked to the diurnal cycle. On the daily timescale, the daytime mean difference varied around 13 W m À2 with no evident temporal trend. On the hourly time scale, however, a clear temporal pattern emerges. From 0900 to noon, the measured G at Site 1 is consistently greater than at NEL, typically by 47 W m
À2
; the period from noon to 1600 represents a transitional period; and, during the period from 1600 to 1900, the measured G at NEL was consistently greater than at Site 1, typically by about 20 W m À2 . The hourly variations in the measurements of G are similar in magnitude to the variability in the 10 measurements of G at the intensive study locations. During the period from 0900 to noon, the mean of the variance in the measurements of G calculated for each hourly period was 2682 W 2 m À4 ; this corresponds to a mean standard deviation of 52 W m
. For the study period as a whole, the daytime mean standard deviation was 51 W m À2 for NEF and 35 W m À2 when using the 10 measurements of G collected at the Fig. 4 . The empirically-derived function relating the ratio of advective contributions to the latent heat flux calculated using a power law-based or linear horizontal temperature profile to downwind distance. The error bars represent the standard deviation at the location of the eddy covariance systems. Fig. 5 . The best-fit linear relationship between the hourly differences in net radiation and the sum of the differences in the incident components of the radiation budget is shown. 2 For this and other calculated quantities, the first subscript refers to the location of the minuend measurements while the second subscript refers to the location of the subtrahend measurements. In this case, the subscripts indicate that the measurements at the northeast lysimeter are being subtracted from the measurements at Site , respectively. This variability is similar to the spatial variability in G found in other recent studies [72, 73] and suggests that the difference in G observed in the NEF may be due to a shadowing effect which, in turn, is tied to variations in surface conditions, such as the amount of vegetation cover (see also ref. [86] ). Additional analyses of the variability in LAI are presented below.
The analysis of the difference in G as measured in SEF yielded similar results. For the whole of the study period, the daytime mean difference was 17 W m À2 with the measurements at Site 2 exceeding those at SEL. In this case, however, in addition to the hourly pattern in the mean difference, a long term trend in the daytime mean difference was evident (Fig. 6 ). More specifically, the daytime mean difference between the measurements at Site 2 and SEL increased linearly from approximately À15 W m À2 on 4 July (DOY 186) to approximately 50 W m À2 on 8 August (DOY 220).
Differences in the latent heat fluxes
When the full 24-h was considered, the mean kE was 156 W m . Similarly, the flux at NEL consistently exceeded that measured at Site 8 (Fig. 7a) , on average. It is well known that EC method often fails to close the energy budget [74] [75] [76] ; and, incomplete closure is likely a partial cause of this discrepancy. To account for the effects of partial closure, closure was forced while maintaining a constant Bowen ratio (b) following the method described by Blanken et al. [77] and Twine et al. [78] and others.
However, in light of the results of the comparative analysis discussed previously, the available energy (A) was not calculated exclusively from site-specific measurements. The net radiation was calculated using the site-specific measurements of the upwelling shortwave (K") and longwave radiation (L") and the means of K; and L; from the six net radiometers in NEF, SEF, and the adjacent fields, all of which were located within 320 m of one another, and thus, would be expected to agree closely. The soil heat flux estimates for the EC sites were calculated as the mean of the site-specific measurements and the ten measurements of G from the intensive study site in the field. After this adjustment, the estimates of A for NEF agreed to within 15 W m À2 during the day; for SEF, they agreed to within 3 W m
À2
. Using these calculations of A, the percent closure for each of the EC sites ranged from a low of 74% at Site 2 to a maximum of 87% at Site 8. The percent closure for Site 1 and Site 9 were 84% and 85%, respectively.
After adjusting the turbulent fluxes to force closure, the daytime moisture flux measured at Site 1 was, on average, 26 W m ) less than at NEL and the measurements at Site 8 were, on average, 76 W m À2 (r = 64 W m À2 ) less than at NEL. On a day-to-day basis, however, there was significant variability in the discrepancy between EC and LY-based measurements of kE in NEF; moreover, there was a tendency for the magnitude of the difference between the EC stations and NEL to be larger later in the study period (Fig. 8a) ). On an hourly basis, the mean difference between the measurements in NEF showed a clear temporal pattern with MD related to time of day by a quadratic relationship ( Fig. 8b; Table 1 ). Smaller differences occurred earlier in the day and the maximum Fig. 9 . The mean difference in the measurements of the latent heat flux in the Southeast Field is shown for (a) daily and (b) hourly timescales. The daily means were calculated using the measurements collected during the daytime period only.
Table 1
The fitting coefficients for the best-fit quadratic relationships between the hourly mean difference of the turbulent fluxes and the time of day are given along with the coefficient of determination. . In contrast to the measurements collected in NEF, there were no clear trends in the dayto-day variability in SEF (Fig. 9) . The hourly MD, however, showed a similar quadratic relationship with time of day as seen with the difference measurements in the NEF (Table 1) .
Although other studies, such as Prueger et al. [79] , have suggested assigning the full residual to kE under advective conditions, forcing closure by this method did not substantially alter the results. For the EC systems in both NEF and SEF, assigning the fully residual to kE in lieu of partitioning the residual in proportion to b typically resulted in less than 10 , respectively, after forcing closure of the surface energy budget. Note that closure is always forced for the lysimetric measurements because H is not measured independently of the other components of the surface energy budget; rather, it is calculated as the residual of the surface energy budget. Similarly, the daytime mean H at Site 2, Site 9, and SEL was 49 ) and MD 9,S was 97 W m
À2
(r = 60 W m À2 ). The magnitude of difference between the EC systems and LY-based measurements of H tended to increase over time on both daily and hourly time scales (Figs. 10 and 11 ; Table 1 ).
Spatial variations in leaf area index and soil moisture
Although the observed discrepancies in the turbulent fluxes between the paired EC systems in each of the fields were due, at least in part, to measurement uncertainty, after forcing closure of the surface energy budget, these differences were relatively minor compared to the differences still remaining between EC and LYbased measurements in each field. One potential reason for the discrepancy is spatial heterogeneity in surface conditions within the field. In order to explore this, the LAI maps for each field were analyzed in order to ascertain the degree of spatial variability in the fields and the differences in the vegetation density within the source areas of the EC systems and lysimeters.
An analysis of LAI in both NEF and SEF showed that the fields transitioned from essentially bare soil to fully vegetated over the course of the study period (Table 2 ). It also showed that the greatest variability in the vegetation density occurred during the intermediate weeks of the field campaign, more specifically, during the period from 20 July (DOY 202) and 28 July (DOY 210). In NEF, the spatial component of the variability contributed between 60% and 100% of the total variance. This suggests that the patchy character of NEF remained throughout the field campaign. In contrast, the spatial component of the variability was initially quite significant, accounting for 91% of the total variance on June 26 (DOY 178), but decreased in a linear manner over time to account for only 10% of the total variance on 13 August (DOY 226). This suggests that there was substantial spatial variability in LAI at the outset of the field campaign, but once the cotton crop was fully developed with nearly 100% cover, the variability was largely due to measurement uncertainty. By overlaying the flux footprint atop the maps of LAI (Fig. 12) , it was possible to extract and compare LAI measurements within the source area of the EC stations and lysimeters.
In NEF, the comparison revealed significant differences in the vegetation density not only among the source areas of the various sensor systems, but also for NEF as a whole. As can be seen in Fig. 13 , LAI within the footprint of Site 1 was consistently lower than in the footprint of Site 8 or NEL. It was typically also lower than the average for NEF as a whole. The difference in LAI between Site 1 and NEL was as great as 1.5 m 2 m
À2
; this occurred on 20 July (DOY 202). Similarly, the maximum difference between LAI within the footprint of Site 8 and NEL was 0.9 m 2 m À2 and also occurred on 20 July (DOY 202). This suggests that the surface contributing to the fluxes measured by the EC stations and NEL were quite different and, as a result the measurements were not necessarily representative of either the portion of the field outside of the measurement source area or NEF as a whole. This is especially true for NEL where LAI was as much as 1.4 m 2 m À2 greater than the field average. For the six days when LAI maps were available, LAI at NEL averaged more than 0.5 m 2 m À2 greater than the mean LAI of the entire NEF.
The differences in rate of growth and amount of vegetation cover in NEF can also be seen in the differences in the best-fit relationship between LAI and day of year ( Table 3 ). The best-fit relationship is sigmoidal and has the form:
where L _ is the predicted LAI, J is the day of year, a is the scaling coefficient, b is the shape coefficient, and J 0 is the offset coefficient indicating the date when inflection of the best-fit curve occurs. For NEF, a had a constant value of 3.5 m 2 m À2 . A comparison of the b coefficient, however, showed that while the shape coefficients for Site 1 and Site 8 were similar to one another and to the value for the field as a whole, the coefficient associated with NEL was substantially smaller. As a result, the slope of the straight-line portion of best-fit curve for NEL was nearly twice that of the slope for the other locations in the field. For example, the slope of the straightline portion of best-fit curve for Site 1 was 0.13 while the slope of the straight-line portion of best-fit curve for NEL was 0.24. This indicates that the vegetation was growing much more rapidly within the lysimeter than in other parts of NEF. This is confirmed by the crop height and width measurements collected in the field and in the lysimeter indicating more developed cotton growing in the lysimeter (see ref. [85] ). A comparison of J 0 reaffirms this by indicating that the LAI of the cotton in NEL was between five and nine days ahead of the LAI in other parts of the field.
The leaf area index in SEF also exhibited variations within the source areas of the EC systems and lysimeter in that field. The difference, however, was not as pronounced (Fig. 14) . For example, for the six maps evaluated as a part of this study, the mean difference between the LAI at Site 2 and Site 9 was 0.02 m 2 m À2 with a maximum difference of 0.2 m 2 m
. Comparisons of LAI within the source area of the various measurement systems in SEF showed that LAI within the source area of all three systems tended to be somewhat greater than the mean for the field as a whole. In the case of both Site 2 and Site 9, this difference was less than Both the LAI maps (e.g. Fig. 15 ) and a comparison of the fitting coefficients for the measurement locations in SEF also indicate greater homogeneity in the vegetation density in SEF. The scaling coefficients ranged only from 4.3 at SEL to 5.5 for the whole of SEF; correspondingly, the slope of the straight-line portion of best-fit curves ranged only between 0.15 and 0.17. Furthermore, J 0 was 203 for all of the curves except the best-fit curve for SL where it was 201. As was the case in NEF, the LAI within the lysimeter was most different from that of SEF as a whole; this suggests that the conditions within SEL were the least representative of the field as a whole.
Variographic analyses of the measurements collected by the soil moisture network were also conducted. More specifically, the separate analyses were conducted using the data collected in each field on days without rain or irrigation events. The analysis of h using the five measurements collected by the soil moisture network in NEF indicated that there was no spatial correlation among the measurements; it also showed the average variance among the measurements was 1. [85] ) but also a prior study at the same site by Evett et al. [46] , suggests that h can be considered uniform for both NEF and SEF.
It is well known that surface properties play a central role in regulating the exchange of heat and moisture between the land surface and the atmosphere. For example, vegetation can influence the magnitude and partition of the surface energy fluxes both directly through its effects on albedo, surface roughness, and surface temperature and indirectly through a number of biophysical mechanisms and feedbacks [80] [81] [82] . Moreover, these effects can differ over short distances due to fine-scale spatial variations in surface properties [83] . Although it is difficult, in this case, to quantify the effects of the variations in LAI on the moisture fluxes on short time scales, the recent analysis of the water budget in NEF and SEF by Evett et al. [85] suggests that the increased vegetation in NEL resulted in an increase in kE of approximately 15-20% during the study period. Using the 15% as the conservative estimate of the effects of the difference in LAI, the greater vegetation density in NEL as compared to the whole of NEF would result in an average difference of 60 W m À2 in the observed kE during the day as measured by the EC stations and lysimeter. It is important to note that this is an average difference. In actuality, it is quite likely that the differences in vegetation density would have the greatest impact on the discrepancy among the flux measurements when NEL was least representative of the field. To account for this, the adjustment to kE was scaled in proportion to the difference in LAI within NEL and the surrounding field while maintaining a mean adjustment of 60 W m
. With this adjustment, the portion of the daytime MD 1,N that remains to be explained is 41 W m À2 while the portion of the daytime MD 8,N that remains to be explained is 43 W m
. While there were differences in the vegetation within SEL and the remainder of SEF as well, the analysis by Evett et al. [85] could not link it to differences in kE in that field. Therefore, no similar adjustment was conducted for SEF.
Effect of local advection
The irrigated cotton fields in BEAREX08 were surrounded by bare, dryland crop and grassland fields. Consequently, the juxtaposition of relatively cool, moist cotton fields with the surrounding dry fields resulted in the development of local advective conditions, particularly later in the study period when the cotton was well developed. Using a combination of Micronet, EC, and LY-based measurements, the influence of advection on the discrepancy in the flux measurements was characterized.
Although the effect of advection was typically less than 20 W m À2 , there were a small number of days later in the season when the effect was significantly greater (Fig. 16 ). For two days in particular -31 July (DOY 213) and 6 August (DOY 219) -the advective contribution was 100 W m À2 or more. The Fig. also shows that kE adv tended to increase over time as the cotton crop grew and the vegetation became the dominant control on the surface characteristics in the two fields. Overall, for kE, the daytime MD 1,N and MD 8,N were À6 W m
À2
and À16 W m À2 , respectively, after accounting for the advective effect, as well as the effects of incomplete energy balance closure and differences in vegetation density. In SEF, MD 2,S was À20 W m À2 while MD 9,S was À19 W m
. Although there was no apparent temporal pattern in the discrepancy between the EC and LY-based measurements after accounting for differences in LAI and advection (Fig. 17) , there was a fair amount of variability in MD values on a day-to-day basis. The standard deviations of the discrepancies ranged between approximately 30 W m À2 and 50 W m
. This spread is likely due to the imperfect estimates of both the vegetation density and advective effects. The remaining differences are likely due to the uncertainty associated with the EC and LY-based measurements caused by factors not considered in this study. For example, a recent study by Kochendorfer et al. [84] showed that the design of many sonic anemometers, including the type used in this study, can cause systematic underestimates of the vertical wind velocity, and thus, the turbulent fluxes.
Conclusions
The results of this analysis suggest that variations in surface conditions can introduce uncertainty into both eddy covariance and lysimetry-based flux measurements. Moreover, the induced uncertainty can result in substantially different measurements of the turbulent fluxes. In this study there were three factors that contributed to the discrepancy among the flux measurements. Two of these factors, namely the imperfect closure of the energy balance and the effects of strong local advection, were associated with the EC systems. The third factor, differences in the vegetation density as measured by LAI between the measurement source area and the field as a whole, resulted in a greater moisture flux from within the lysimeter in the NEF. For comparison, approximately 34% of the discrepancy between the measurements of kE in NEF can be attributed to imperfect closure, 36% can be attributed to differences in vegetation density, 22% can be attributed to advective effects, and the remaining 8% is linked to measurement uncertainty. By accounting for these differences, the measurements made by the two techniques can be largely reconciled.
Moreover, by showing that neither measurement method is immune to the effects of a heterogeneous surface on land-atmosphere exchange, the results of this study have important implications for the scientific and larger communities. As was noted earlier, accurate estimates of both the current and future water needs of crops are needed in order to maximize the efficient use of water for irrigation and agricultural activities. The development of remote sensing-based and other monitoring and modeling schemes, along with investigations into the fundamental processes controlling the exchange of heat moisture between the surface and the atmosphere, relies on in situ measurements of surface fluxes. Flux measurements are used to parameterize, calibrate, and validate these models. As such, the uncertainty associated with flux measurements will impact the results of both those research activities and the operational output of the models. This study highlights the uncertainties that can occur with both eddy covariance and lysimetry and underscores the need to fully understand the limitations of in situ measurements and their impact on subsequent research activities. This is particularly poignant now. As the demand for fresh water continues to grow, the need for accurate data describing current and future surface moisture fluxes and water needs to inform the decisions of policy makers, water resource managers, and members of the agricultural community will also grow. Fulfilling this need requires that the limitations and uncertainties of observational methods be fully understood.
